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[03. Exclusive Agreement] EI - Officially terminate our SLB agreement since 1999 

with Eisenhart.

2

2nd SLBGroup Board Meeting (part III) 
  

  
2018-09-05 
  

  

[03. Exclusive Agreement] 

Regret to inform you that,  SLB company decided to terminate our SLB agreement (since 1999) ref 
SLB030R.doc with Eisenhart duly signed by Mr. Peter Laeccphe and our Mr. Alan Wong (agreement in 
attached), officially we will cancel the SLB exclusive  

selling territories of Germany, Poland, Hungary and Austria, it will be effected from September 15th, 2018. 

Coming of Eisenhart according to our SLB distribution agreement also not qualify, it will remain to normal 
customer base. 

Reasons:  

1/. Reported by our SLB appointed accountant, financial documents  shown in balance sheet and profit and 
lost, in financial years of 2016, 2017 we create nett lost in Germany purchase and sales. 

2/. In each of the years, to maintain the business in Germany under Eisenhart, cash on hand and investment, 
it need to reserve: 

Date 

Sales & Marketing 

 Oriental Account Co. Ltd. (Authorized SLB account company in Hong Kong since 2005)
 Mr. Tom Ho, Miss. Amy Yin 

  
In each of the year, SLB company must retain buffer of below: 
  
- Buffer of cash flow  US$250,000.00, we pay ahead to suppliers. 
  
- Revolving SLB packing materials, storage amount US$145,000.00, covering 2,267 items of 1x1 box 
packing and 12 kinds of 
basic packing materials. 
  
- Numbers of workshop peoples - 10 workers (0nly to reserve for Mexico and Germany markets to reach 
the production of QC, assembling, stamping and packing etc of amount US$1.6 to US$1.9 millions) 
  
- Workshop areas 1,000 M. 
  
Benefit to SLB company in case of we terminate exclusive agreement with Eisenhart, Germany. 
  
SLB company can release above and save all monthly expensive, or we are able swift the reserve to 
other business line. 
  



3/. The policy in between we create conflict mainly the production series and MOQ. 

Especially almost of existing agents and us, both we have pay very good effort  in promote series base 
on complete product ranges, such as: 

In between Eisenhart purchase items mostly not in the above matured product lines or purchasing quantity 
like dealer, we are hard to co-operative after did it in previous 2 years. 

[12. Delivery] 

For what regarding the back order of bearings, we almost finished and completed, while right now Eisenhart 
remain balance orders of mounted units under old cost, 

we will commit all delivery time shortly. 

Whatever the fault caused by our previous consultant or SLB plant, we act all to be our fully responsibility. In 
all circumstances, it show we have try our best to commit. 

Empty Period 

In the meantime, we will reserve a empty period of  45 days not to sell SLB products to third parties into 
Germany.  

Honestly saying, in last couple of years, we are keep on approach by various bearing companies of which 
they are aggressive to Germany market. All we did refuse as need to honest to the SLB Exclusive 
Agreement. 

Effected from November 1st, 2018. 

There will be three bearings' company which will represent our production products of below mentioned 
brands in Germany market. 

1/. Southern Part of Germany - Brands SLB in guarantee amount of purchase per annum. 

2/. Western part of Germany - Brands SLB & NIKO in guarantee amount of purchase per annum. 

3/. Whole Germany - Brand KSM in guarantee amount of purchase per annum. 

Above decision only based on pure commercial point of view of our side.  

In coming future in between we always maintain good friendship. 

Thank you very much for your good understanding here-to above. 

Best Regards! 

  
Major product lines 
  
Pillow blocks, Needle roller bearings, Linear ball bearings, Track roller bearings, Ball bearings 
  
(160, 68, 69, 52, 53, 12, 13, 22, 23, RLS, RMS, 16, SS 60, SS 62, SS 63, SS 68, SS 69), all are our 
major business lines while agents used to provide program orders and 85% of orders. 
  
accordingly to our MOQ specified in our price lists. 
  



SLB Bearings and Mounted Units Ltd. 

 


